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I N TRO DUCTIO N
To earn the trust and commitment of a sponsor
for hundreds of thousands or even millions
of dollars, they want to see that you’re just as
invested in their success as they are.
While traditional sponsorship assets remain important,
sponsors are now looking to sports organizations to
provide innovative, creative programs supported by
solid key performance indicator (KPI) metrics.

KPIs will look vastly different from one business to another.
For Bud Light or Oscar Mayer, that could mean concession
sales. Puma or Under Armour may want merchandise sales.
Bank of America could be looking for new personal checking
or commercial lending customers. The key is offering sponsors
new and customized programs that will impact, influence and
change consumer behavior to boost their bottom line.

The modern partnership approach includes a strong emphasis
on customer engagement and demonstrable impact. While
impressions are important, digging a layer deeper and securing
downloads to an app, redemptions of offers or emails from fans
through contests provides actionable assets to feed corporate
goals. All of these examples are important to measuring, proving
and defending the true impact of your partnership.
Businesses are also constantly evaluating, restructuring and
modifying their marketing programs based on consumer
response and KPIs, and they will expect the same agility from
their sponsorship programs. Regular reporting, whether that is
every week, month, or after every game, is expected and should
include measurement against objectives, updates on activation
fulfillment, tallies on impressions and direct sales.
To help keep your finger on the pulse and attracting highrevenue sponsors, here are the top five trends we are seeing in
modern sponsorships alongside successful industry examples.
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TREND

A 360-degree, in-depth understanding
of the customer is key to growing and
retaining sponsor dollars.

TREND #1
A 360-degree, in-depth understanding of the customer
is key to growing and retaining sponsor dollars.
Who are your fans? What do they do? And where can you find
them in the stadium? It is important to understand both third-party
data and first-party data as it relates to your team or league, as it
is extremely critical and the foundation of success as it relates to
corporate partnerships and sales.
Monumental Sports & Entertainment, one of the largest integrated
sports and entertainment companies in the country, owns and
operates seven professional sports teams across the AFL, NBA,
NHL and WNBA. Using food and beverage data, they drill down
into arena sales by geographical location, seating location within
the arena, and demographic breakdowns including age, sex,
income and food and drink preferences.

Using this info, they build customer profiles for brands they
are partnered with or pitching for sponsorships. Because
Monumental uses a strategy that analyzes first party data by
integrating data sets to analyze and segment their customers,
if Johnsonville or Kendall-Jackson has a specific demographic
they want to reach, Monumental can tell them where they are
sitting, what they usually spend, how often they buy and when,
providing the insight to craft highly customized promotions that
align with a sponsor’s objectives. This data is also evaluated in
a post-game report to assess how promotions are performing,
allowing for quick modification to keep up with changing
consumer behavior.
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SSB’s Concessions Dashboard lets our
clients analyze total revenue and total
items sold for each revenue center,
as well as sales by category and total
sales over time.
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TREND

Creative offerings keep
sponsors engaged.

TREND #2
Creative offerings keep sponsors engaged.
The goals and needs of sponsors are shifting from traditional
assets to a combination of creative non-traditional offerings
alongside longtime offerings, such as signage and radio
commercials. Eyeballs and impressions are still relevant and
important, but taking the IP rights for granted during a partnership
and getting creative with retail activation ideas that create
customer engagement and impact gives sponsors more mileage.

Trak has increased the engagement with our partners
allowing us to spend more time throughout the year on
conversations about strategy, partnership maximization,
and ROI, instead of version wrangling and status meeting.
Kate Kasabula, Senior Director of Client Services,
Baltimore Ravens, SSB & Trak Client

Pegula Sports & Entertainment launched an app called “My One
Buffalo” that not only allows fans to manage their tickets and find
information on PSE arenas, but also includes exclusive offers and
discounts via push notification. This information is then synched in
their data warehouse to track redemptions.
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Now when someone purchases tickets in a certain section, we can better
understand how to market food and beverage to him in a way that matches his
location and preferences…Or we can use ticketing data and previous merchandise
purchases in youth sizes to tell if a customer has a family, and then use that data
to upsell better food and drink packages. We can even take it to a personal phone
call from a sales rep, and incentivize a season ticket renewal by offering a special
autographed jersey—because we know from a customer’s past purchasing data that
will have more impact than a simple $100 discount.

Adam Heintz, SVP of Business Intelligence, Monumental Sports, SSB Client
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TREND

Data can expand your sales footprint
by finding targets outside of your
traditional territory.

TREND #3
Data can expand your sales footprint by finding
targets outside of your traditional territory.
Heat maps can provide unprecedented intel into a team’s fan
footprint both in their state and across the country. This approach
takes the data out of the arena and shows what fans look like when
they’re not at the game.
After taking a closer look at geographical fan data on a nationwide
heat map, the Green Bay Packers saw that while their main
following was in Wisconsin, they also had a huge following in the
San Diego area. This not only gave insight into who was a part
of Packer Nation, it opened the door to approach out-of-state
businesses for potential sponsorship or marketing opportunities.
For college team sponsors who have IP rights across the state
(rather than a 75-mile radius as pro teams do) a statewide heat
map can help drive partnership opportunities by giving potential
sponsors an up-to-date and accurate idea of where the most
fans are concentrated. In addition to uncovering new business
or national opportunities, this also helps sports organizations
become better storytellers on behalf of their sponsors through a
customizable data approach.
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SSB heat maps provide our clients with intel into exactly
where their fans are located, even then they’re outside
the stadium. In this example, the heat map shows where
clusters of a college’s alumni are located around the
country. Bright green indicates a high number of alumni,
while dark blue represents a lower number.
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TREND

Surveys provide a wealth of
opportunity to engage and deliver
value to sponsorships.

TREND #4
Surveys provide a wealth of opportunity to engage
and deliver value to sponsorships.
Today, we can stay in touch not only during the game, but
throughout the rest of the day, or the rest of the year. To get there,
we start by collecting and analyzing the data that most customers
are willing to share in exchange for a better fan experience.
The Voice of the Fan survey used by The Broncos shows different
data points as it relates to specific individuals. With the ability to
visualize this survey data in Empower Field at Mile High stadium,
it allows for overlap with how to price certain assets, which fans
to target for certain campaigns, how the messaging feeds into the
overall customer experience, and operation excellence. Having
information like this at your fingertips allows you to identify a highly
targeted area in your venue to hand deliver the fans mostly likely
to engage to your corporate partners.
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Combining sentiment from fan surveys with operational data can lead to new investment
opportunities for sponsor dollars. Keep in mind that first party data isn’t just sales data,
it can provide valuable insight for measuring marketing efforts, brand awareness and
overall program success. Without a way to visualize that data through pie or graph charts,
it becomes a long line of numbers without properly translating their value. Visualization
tools can take data and transform it into presentation-ready graphics instantly, and can
be updated easily to account for near real-time reporting. For example, this survey shows
the annual household income of fans and where they are located in the stadium.
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TREND

Brands have higher standards and
place a large emphasis on KPIs, ROI
and near real time reporting.

TREND #5
Brands have higher standards and place a large
emphasis on KPIs, ROI and near real time reporting.
Number of listeners and impressions are still important, but there
is an increased emphasis on customer engagement and impact.
These new KPIs, combined with traditional impressions metrics
from signage, TV, and radio, create a robust sponsorship program
fueled by proven ROI. Unlike traditional methods, delivering
this info to sponsors can be done in minutes with a solid data
management program and user-friendly data visualization tool.
Monumental was able to drive and grow sponsorships by taking
a closer look at payment processing data to offer key sponsors
valuable intel on consumer behavior. They offer a Capital One
cardholder discount on all food and beverage purchases and by
analyzing the sales data after each game, Monumental can offer
reports and analyses to assess the growth and success of the
Capital One program. Monumental also does this for Apple Pay by
estimating a percentage of total sales utilizing this newer payment
method to show the rate of consumer adoption. Reporting after
every game also showed who was using this payment method
and who was not. It requires a fraction of the time needed for
spreadsheets and creating presentations from scratch, and it’s
much more reliable.
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ABOUT US

SSB believes a clean data foundation is the
gateway to maximizing business performance
and empowering clients with transformative
knowledge. We have a holistic vision about the
digital and data-driven future of Higher Education
and Professional Sports. The future is truly about
the rich combination of people, technology, and
data clarity.
We see the full picture of innovation opportunities and datadriven decision-making in the Higher Education and Professional
Sports environment. SSB’s unique products and services deliver
a clear picture of a client’s business in an elegant and simplified
manner to maximize impactful business performance and realize
true potential.
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ABOUT US: O U R PRO D U CT S
01

02

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

DISCOVERY CRM & SPONSORSHIP CENTRAL

SSB’s centralized customer intelligence platform brings all of
your customer touchpoint data into a single repository where
it uses proprietary data hygiene methodologies to clean and
enhance the data. It eliminates duplicate records and provides
the “best master record” possible to give you a complete view
of each of your customers.

Discovery CRM is the leading CRM solution for the sports
industry. The software provides tools for lead discovery and
generation, campaign management, sales tracking and routine
customer touch points giving your team everything they need to
convert more leads to customers. Faster than ever before.

Connect Your Data and Transform Your Organization

03

CRM Software for Sports Teams

04

SSB ANALYTICS

HEPDATA MATCHING GIFTS

SSB Analytics takes Central Intelligence master data
management platform to the next level allowing you to go
deeper into your customer data. Understand fan habits at the
concession stand, the merchandise stand, during half time
and while in their seats. Use our out-of-the-box predictive
models to drive smart segmentation for marketing campaigns
and target your sales teams toward the best prospects.

HEPdata provides clients with access to the largest, most
accurate matching gift database in the world. HEPdata helps
simplify the matching gift process, increasing efficiency and
productivity along the way. We offer a robust, comprehensive
matching gift toolset that can help increase your match revenue
quickly and with less wasted resources.

Analytics For Full Fan Engagement

Simplifying Matching Gifts
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SPONSOR SHIP C E N T RAL

YOUR END-TO-END
SPONSORSHIP
MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

MANAGING SPONSORSHIPS
HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY

Discovery CRM + Trak enables
the complete partnership
sales process. Your team can
build, sell and get a complete
view of corporate partnership
initiatives, inventory &
performance.

Teams will never have to
search for ROI assets or guess
at fulfillment rate ever again.

Strategy

Measurement
& Retention

Sales

Activation

Once a contract is inked,
Sponsorship Central
seamlessly integrates sold
assets directly into Trak
complete with corresponding
deadlines and details.

Trak provides comprehensive
activation fulfillment capturing
every detail of sponsorship
fulfillment in one place.
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CON TACT US
www.ssbinfo.com
(303) 800-2880
info@ssbinfo.com
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